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The Seven Wonders 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

La Tour de la Lanterne 

 

La Tour des 4 Sergeants 

 
 
 
 
 

The nowadays lantern tower was built in the 15th century. 
It got its name from the small glass tower where a candle was lit every night to 
guide ships. 
At the bottom of the Tower of the Lantern, the 6-metre-thick walls are imposing. 
They contrasted with the elegance of the octagonal spire in gothic flamboyant style. 
It is an exceptional representative of the lighthouses built by the end of the Middle 
Ages. 
Inside the tower there are seven floors. For a long time they were a  prison, as 
shown by the numerous inscriptions left by prisoners on its walls; most of them are 
from the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries.  
In 1822, it served as a place of confinement for four sergeants who had participated 
in a plot against the power in place; that’s the reason why  its nickname is «Tower of 
Four Sergeants ». 
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Tour de la 

Chaine 

 
 

It’s at the « Tour de la Chaîne » (Chain Tower), built in the fourteenth century that 
the famous chain was fixed, which linked the Tower to the Nicolas one (Tour St-
Nicolas). It’s used too to close every night the passage of the harbour to ships. 
Today the chain is exposed on a small place in front of the Chain’s Tower because 
the turret in which it was put, was destroyed in the nineteenth century to widen the 
passage. 
This tower was used as an explosives store. In 1651, it was destroyed by an 
explosion. Its crenelation has been restored. 
In the case of the 400th birthday of the foundation of Quebec, the Chain’s Tower will 
propose in May 2008 a permanent exhibition of the migration to New France. 
 

 

 

La Tour Saint-Nicolas 

 
St. Nicolas is the patron saint of sailors. 

       

SEA                TOWN 
 

 

 
 

It stands on the south bank of the port, opposite the Tour de la  Chaîne. 

It was built on a pentagonal plane with engaged circular towers at three angles, a rectangular 
turret and a high square tower used as a keep. 

The Tour Saint-Nicolas is the biggest one in La Rochelle and its role was to protect the port from 
dangers coming from the ocean. It also served as a mooring post for the heavy chain which linked 
it in the evening to its tower mate, the Tour de la Chaîne. 
In 1372, the English sovereignty came to an end and the city threw open its doors to Charles V. 
Then, La Rochelle became a French royal port. In gratitude, the King granted important privileges 
to the city : hereditary ennoblement of aldermen and the mayor, fortifications, which made the city 
independent. 

Those privileges found expression in the architecture. The Tour Saint-Nicolas for instance is a 
symbol for the nobility and sovereignty of the city. As a matter of fact, the urban keep can be 
compared with a princely keep.  

Therefore, the Tour Saint-Nicolas embodies the great power of La Rochelle, more than its 
defense capacities alone do. It was marked by conflicts of history, but was restored several times 
at the end of the 17th and the 19th centuries. The restoration of the inside started at the beginning 
of the 20th century.   
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The old harbour 

Le vieux port 

 
 

 
 
The Old Harbour of La Rochelle has occupied this place since the thirteenth 
century. The historians suppose that it was fortified as soon as its creation. After La 
Rochelle’s siege in 1628, only the two towers were spared during the destruction of 
the fortifications.  
They protected the harbour’s entrance. 
Situated at the bottom of a restricted bay, linked to the hinterland by a canal 
bringing the river Sèvre’s water, this harbour sheltered in the past fishing boats and 
boats transporting merchandises. Marked by the smell of spices and fish, for a long 
time it was the symbol of the wealth of the city. 
Today, the yachts have taken possession of the old harbour. Its place is very visited 
by a lot of tourists, who come here to discover our region. It also serves for 
prestigious manifestations like the Grand Pavois’s night show “Voiles de Nuit” or the 
Transat 6.50. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

La  COURSIVE 

 
 

 

La Coursive, the Gangway, is one of La Rochelle’s theatre, cinema and concert 
places. It is fitted out in an old monastery of the “Carmes”, built in 1677. 

• After the Revolution, in 1791, the Carmes monks had to leave the building. 
• From 1800 on it became both a tobacco factory and the customs’ warehouse. 
• In 1842 the building was bought by the town of La Rochelle. 
• In 1847 the fish market was opened and remained there for almost a century. 
• In 1952 it became a gym. 

During the successive transformations, the shell-shaped entrance of the Carmes 
monastery’s chapel was kept. Inside the building, a part of the old monk cloister 
which is nowadays covered with a glass roof, was also maintained. 
In 1982 a Culture house was set up there. Then, La Coursive became an 
international stage, and in 2008 a new theatre made up the two big show rooms 
serving notably as cinema rooms for the very famous La Rochelle Film Festival and 
“The Francofolies” in July. 
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The 3 different theatres:  
 

“La salle bleue”: The blue room is used above all for films projections. It has 
280 seats. 

“Le Grand Théâtre”: The big theatre room, with its 1003 seats, is used for 
concerts, plays… and films for the Film Festival. 

“Le théatre Verdière”: It was opened in January 2008. The performances are 
dance, theatre, music, ring arts. It is a smaller room.           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

La  GROSSE  HORLOGE 

The  Big  Clock  Gate 

 

 
 

 
 
 
This gothic gate was one of the openings of La Rochelle built in the fortifications. 
The gate is situated in a tower which was built during the 14th century. 
This monument underwent many modifications during the 18th century. 
In fact a dome was added with the lantern. 
This Tower had two openings:  one for pedestrians and one for vehicles. 
In 1672 those two openings were united. 
In the past the Tower sheltered one of the bells of the city. 
This tower is the link between the harbour and the city centre. 
Today there is a clock on top. 
Two towers frame the tower: they are topped by trophy marines (Earth globes, 
ships, navigational instruments). 
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TOWN  HALL 

 

     

 
 
 
 

Built at the end of the fifteenth century and at the beginning of the sixteenth century, 
its monument is remarkable for its rich decoration. Its rectangular courtyard is 
surrounded by a gothic wall, defended by a round way and by a machicolation. In 
the corner, a tower belfry sets the hour above battlements. 
 
A very beautiful façade decorated this courtyard. It was built at the Henry IV era. On 
the ground floor we can see a gallery with diving bell ceiling supported by some 
striated columns. Henry IV’s and Marie de Medicis’ initials are part of the decors of 
the ceiling.   
 
We have access to the first floor by a railing staircase. Very richly sculpted, the first 
floor shows a succession of columns and alcoves where the allegories of these 
cardinal virtues: Caution, Justice, Strength, and Temperance, are placed. 
 


